Enjoy Chilly Nights with Trueline’s Insulated Patios

Sunclipse insulated patios from Trueline allows Australians to enjoy even chilly winter nights. Built with uncompromising standard of architectural style
and comfort combining the best in thermal resistant technology and structural engineering, it offers modern superbly crafted living spaces with
outstanding strength and durability.

Australia is known for its scorching summer days and chilly winter nights, forcing people inside half the year. Many shy away from spending time
outside once winter sets in, finding the wind and weather too cold to sit and simply enjoy the night air and the dream space they created for warmer
weather entertaining. However an insulated patio, allows clients to enjoy the outdoors all year round.

As pioneers of insulated patio structures, Trueline goes beyond ordinary by providing an industry leading system of exclusive qualities integrating
hard coated steel roofing bonded to a high-density polystyrene core forming an exceptional standard of thermal insulation ensuring clients can enjoy
the pleasures of outdoor living unaffected by the heat of summer or cool of winter. Finished with a beautifying embossed white ceiling the Sunclipse
insulated patio will make a seamless extension of the home adding bankable value to the property.

Insulated patios keep the cold away during winter and keep the heat out during summer. Insulation is for the use of reducing unwanted heat loss or
gain using materials including glass wool, rock wool, polystyrene, urethane foam, plant fibre, animal fibres, earth and much more.

Sunclipse insulated patios are available in a range of roof profiles and insulation densities with the option to include translucent insert panels. Clients
who want to improve the look and heat protection of an existing patio, verandah or pergola, Trueline can offer Polapanel insulated ceiling that can
quickly and easily convert hot spaces into cool places.

Trueline only use premium grade Australian materials built by our own skilled professionals with each project engineered to provide lifelong
performance in Australian conditions and backed by genuine peace of mind guarantees.

Trueline can be contacted on 1300 502020. For more information on Trueline’s range of products including Sunclipse insulated patios, aluminium
pergola, insulated patio roofing, carport designs and more, visit https://www.trueline.net.au/
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